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Introduction: One only request of physic, knowledge, affective or of social integration has a 
changeable demonstration because of the inherent people variability and of the environmental work 
factors. It is important to register the work journey to locate exigencies or random solicitation 
influences, which add information about that description in tasks profesiográficos profiles and 
epidemic studies with casual interferences that indicate the occupational risks factors. 

Objectives: To identify the activity internal logic and to consider the meaningful factors for the task 
fulfillment, it's chains and relations, though the wellbeing and health. To propose a new model for the 
Occupational Therapy in the work analysis. 

Description/Report: The procedure implicates in decompose the activity to recompose it on new 
basis, considering the work analysis and the worker participation in the whole process, with the 
concept definitions, associations and classifieds and hierarchy procedures by CIF. CIF is as 
alternative to avoid the work analysis that searches the direct cause establishment. ETIC # 023/04. 

Results/Discussion: The differences in the performance considering the person capacities and the 
environmental requests, treated as habits and abilities, leaving the personal location and are 
contextualized in the company. The ergonomic vision in the Occupational Therapy disconsider the 
work simplification centered in the casual and direct relation and keep the activity in the center of the 
production context: worker-work-company. 

Conclusion: The application of the concepts and ergonomic and CIF methodologies in the 
Occupational Therapy practice add procedures and technical resources for the activities analysis in 
the work, taking the place that originated the profession and rescuing it's specification. 

Contribution to the practice/evidence base of occupational therapy: The proper methodology 
construction stablished by the relationship worker-work-company is a result of this proposition for a 
enlargement of the occupational therapy community in the worker health field. 
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